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Weight-Sharing Neural Architecture Search:
A Battle to Shrink the Optimization Gap
Lingxi Xie, Xin Chen, Kaifeng Bi, Longhui Wei, Yuhui Xu, Zhengsu Chen, Lanfei Wang, An Xiao,
Jianlong Chang, Xiaopeng Zhang, and Qi Tian, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Neural architecture search (NAS) has attracted increasing attentions in both academia and industry. In the early age,
researchers mostly applied individual search methods which sample and evaluate the candidate architectures separately and thus
incur heavy computational overheads. To alleviate the burden, weight-sharing methods were proposed in which exponentially many
architectures share weights in the same super-network, and the costly training procedure is performed only once. These methods,
though being much faster, often suffer the issue of instability. This paper provides a literature review on NAS, in particular the
weight-sharing methods, and points out that the major challenge comes from the optimization gap between the super-network and
the sub-architectures. From this perspective, we summarize existing approaches into several categories according to their efforts in
bridging the gap, and analyze both advantages and disadvantages of these methodologies. Finally, we share our opinions on the future
directions of NAS and AutoML. Due to the expertise of the authors, this paper mainly focuses on the application of NAS to computer
vision problems and may bias towards the work in our group.
Index Terms—AutoML, Neural Architecture Search, Weight-Sharing, Super-Network, Optimization Gap, Computer Vision.
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I NTRODUCTION

T

HE rapid development of deep learning [1] has claimed
its domination in the area of artificial intelligence. In
particular, in the computer vision community, deep neural
networks have been successfully applied to a wide range
of challenging problems including image classification [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], object detection [7], [8], [9], [10], semantic
segmentation [11], [12], [13], boundary detection [14], pose
estimation [15], etc., and surpassed conventional approaches
based on hand-designed features (e.g., SIFT [16]) by significant margins.
Despite the success of these efforts, researchers quickly
encountered the difficulty that the network design space
has become much more complex than that in the early
deep learning era. Several troubles emerged. For example, the manually designed networks do not to generalize
to various scenarios, e.g., a network designed for holistic
image classification may produce inferior performance in
dense image prediction tasks (semantic segmentation, image
super-resolution, etc.). In addition, it is sometimes required
to design networks under specific hardware constraints
(e.g., FLOPs, memory, latency, etc.), and manual design is
often insufficient to explore a large number of possibilities.
Motivated by these factors, researchers started to seek for
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the solution that can flexibly adjusted to different scenarios
in minimal efforts.
Automated machine learning (AutoML [17]) appeared
recently as a practical tool which enables researchers and
even engineers without expertise in machine learning to use
off-the-shelf algorithms conveniently for different purposes.
As a subarea of AutoML, neural architecture search (NAS)
focuses on designing effective neural networks in an automatic manner [18], [19], [20]. By defining a large set of
possible network architectures (the set is often referred to
as the search space), NAS can explore and evaluate a large
number of networks which have never been studied before.
Nowadays, NAS has achieved remarkable performance gain
beyond manually designed architectures, in particular, in
the scenarios that computational costs are constrained, e.g.,
in the mobile setting [21] of ImageNet classification.
In the early age, NAS algorithms often sampled a
large number of architectures from the search space and
then trained each of them from scratch to validate its
performance. Despite their effectiveness in finding highquality architectures, these approaches often require heavy
computational overhead (e.g., tens of thousands of GPU
days [20]), which hinders them from being transplanted
to various applications. To alleviate this issue, researchers
proposed to re-use the weights of previously optimized
architectures [22] or share computation among different but
relevant architectures [23] sampled from the search space.
This direction eventually led to the idea that the search space
is formulated into an over-parameterized super-network so
that the sampled sub-architectures get evaluated without
additional optimization [24], [25]. Consequently, the search
costs have been reduced by several orders of magnitudes,
e.g., recent advances allow an effective architecture to be
found within 0.1 GPU-days on the CIFAR10 dataset [26], or
within 2.0 GPU-days on the ImageNet dataset [27].
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This paper focuses on the weight-sharing methodology
for NAS, and investigate the critical weakness of it, instability, which refers to the phenomenon that individual
runs of search can lead to very different performance. We
owe the instability to the optimization gap between the
super-network and its sub-architectures – in other words,
the search procedure tries to optimize the super-network,
but a well-optimized super-network does not necessarily
produce high-quality sub-architectures. This is somewhat
similar to the well-known over-fitting problem in machine
learning, and thus can be alleviated from different aspects.
We try to summarize the existing efforts into a unified
framework, and thus we can answer the questions of where
the community is, what the main difficulties are, what to do
in the near future.
We noticed previous surveys [28], [29], [30], [31], [32],
[33] which used three factors (i.e., search space, search
strategy, evaluation method) to categorize NAS approaches.
We inherit this framework but merges the latter two factors
since they are highly coupled in recent works. Differently,
this paper focuses on the weight-sharing methodology and
investigate it from the perspective of shrinking the optimization gap. As a disclaimer, this paper discusses the modern
neural architecture search methods, i.e., in the context of
deep learning, so we do not cover the early work on finding
efficient neural networks [34], [35], [36], [37].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 first formulates NAS into the problem of finding
the optimal sub-architecture(s) in a super-network, and introduces both individual and weight-sharing approaches to
explore the search space efficiently. Then, Section 3 is the
main part of this paper, in which we formalize the optimization gap to be the main challenge of weight-sharing NAS,
based on which we review a few popular but preliminary
solutions to shrink the gap. Next, in Section 4, we discuss
a few other directions that are related to NAS. Finally, in
Section 5, we look into the future of NAS and AutoML, and
put forward a few open problems in the research field.
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Algorithm 1: A Generalized Pipeline of NAS
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Input : The search space S , the training and
validation datasets Dtrain and Dval , the
evaluation method Eval(hS, ω(S)i ; Dval );
Output: The optimal model hS? , ω ? (S? )i;
Initialize a probabilistic distribution P on S ;
repeat
Sample an architecture S from P;
Train S on Dtrain to obtain hS, ω ? (S)i;
Compute Acc = Eval(hS, ω ? (S)i ; Dval );
if Acc surpasses the best seen value then
Update the best model as hS, ω ? (S)i;
end
Using the evaluation result to update P;
until convergence or the time limit is reached;
Return : The best seen model hS? , ω ? (S? )i.

are CIFAR10 [38] and ImageNet-1K [39], [40]. For natural
language modeling, the most popular ones are Penn Treebank and WikiText-2 [41].
NAS starts with defining a search space, S . Each element
S ∈ S is a network architecture that receives an input x and
delivers an output y, which we denote as y = f S (x; ω)
.
where ω = ω(S) indicates the network weights (e.g., in the
convolutional layers). Note that the form and dimensionality of ω depends on S. We use hS, ω ? (S)i to denote an
architecture equipped with the optimal network weights.
The goal of NAS is to find the optimal architecture S? which
produces the best performance (e.g., classification accuracy)
on the testing set:
S? = arg max Eval(hS, ω ? (S)i ; Dtest ),
S∈S

Overall Framework

The background of NAS is identical to regular machine
learning tasks, in which a dataset D with N elements is
given, and each element in it is denoted by an input-output
pair, (xn , yn ). The goal is to find a model that works best
on the dataset and, more importantly, transfers well to the
testing scenario. For later convenience, we use Dtrain , Dval
and Dtest to indicate the training, validation and testing
subsets of D, respectively. There are some standard datasets
for NAS. For image classification, the most popular datasets

(1)

where Eval(hS, ω ? (S)i|Dtest ) is the function that measures
how hS, ω ? (S)i behaves on the testing set, Dtest . But, in
real practice, Dtest is hidden in the search procedure, so the
training and validation sets are often used instead, and thus
the objective becomes:

N EURAL A RCHITECTURE S EARCH

In this section, we provide a generalized formulation for
neural architecture search (NAS) and build up a notation
system which will be used throughout this paper. We first
introduce the fundamental concepts of NAS in Section 2.1.
Then, two basic elements, the search space and the search
strategy (including the evaluation method), are introduced
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Lastly, there is a brief summary in
Section 2.4.
2.1

2

S? = arg maxS∈S Eval(hS, ω ? (S)i ; Dval )

s.t.

(2)

?

ω (S) = arg minω L(ω(S) ; Dtrain ),

where L(ω(S) ; Dtrain ) is the loss function (e.g., crossentropy) computed on the training set.
Most often, the search space S is sufficiently large to
enable powerful architectures to be found. Therefore, it is
unlikely that an exhaustive search method can explore the
large space with reasonable computational costs. Therefore,
a practical solution is to use a heuristic search method which
defines P, a probabilistic distribution on S , and adjusts the
probability, p(S), that an element S is sampled according to
the rewards from those already sampled architectures. This
is to say, there is a more important factor, the search strategy, which determines the way of adjusting the probabilistic
distribution. Note that each search strategy is equipped
with an evaluation method which judges the quality of a
sampled architecture.
A generalized framework of NAS is described in Algorithm 1. In what follows, we briefly review the popular
choices of the search space and search strategy.
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macro

micro

architecture

architecture

input
cell 1

The NAS-RL Space
in(1)

in(2)

node 2

The MobileNet Space
macro = chain-styled
micro = mobile cell w/ params

node 3

node 4

cell 𝑁

output

macro = densely-connected
micro = hyper-parameters
• macro: simplifying the connection
• micro: from free combination of
hyper-parameters to mobile cell with
various kernels and expansion rates

node 1

cell 2
cell 3

Representative Search Spaces

out

• macro: simplifying
the connection
• micro: from free
combination of
hyper-parameters
to fixed operators
plus connections

most popular
in the year of
2020

• advantages: stable (the lower-bound of accuracy is
still high), hardware-friendly, safe to extend
• disadvantages: limited flexibility, hard to evaluate
the search methods (random search works well)
• extensions: MixNet introduced mix-convolution,
DenseNAS allowed densely-connected blocks, and
AutoNL found better attention modules

The NASNet Space
macro = bi-chain-styled
micro = op_type + connection
• macro: unchanged
• micro: reducing the number of
intermediate nodes
• relaxed formulation, higher flexibility

The DARTS Space
macro = bi-chain-styled
micro = op_type + connection

• advantages: flexible, better benchmark for NAS
• disadvantages: hardware-unfriendly, lower ability
of extension to wider or deeper networks
• extensions: GOLD-NAS broke up most of rules of
the search space, so that all cells are different from
each other and the internal architecture of each cell
is much more complex

Fig. 1. Left: an example of the search space. For simplicity, we show a macro architecture where each cell is allowed to receive input from two
precursors, and a micro architecture (cell) where the type and existence of the inter-node connections are searchable. Right: the relationship
between four representative search spaces introduced in Sections 2.2.2–2.2.5, respectively. For the two most popular search spaces to date,
MobileNet and DARTS, we summarize the advantages and disadvantages below, and point out some extensions.

2.2

Search Space

The search space, S , determines the range of architecture
search. Increasing the scale of the search space, |S|, is both
intriguing and challenging. On the one hand, a larger space
enables the search algorithm to cover more architectures
so that the chance of finding a powerful architecture is
increased. On the other hand, a larger search space makes
the search algorithm more difficult to converge, because
Eval(hS, ωi ; Dval ) can be a very complicated function with
respect to S – more importantly, there is no guarantee of
any of its properties in optimization. Hence, the number
of samples required for depicting the function is often
positively correlated to |S|.
There exist many types of search spaces. There are often
two steps of constructing a search space, namely, the macro
and micro architectures of the space. As shown in Figure 1,
the macro architecture determines the overall backbone of
the network, and the micro architecture determines the
details of each network unit. Sometimes, the micro architectures are referred to as cells and the number of cells can
vary between the search and re-training phases or to adjust
different tasks. Each NAS algorithm searches for either the
macro or micro architecture but not necessarily both of
them. Today, most NAS methods fix the macro architecture
and investigate better micro architectures, which largely
constrains the flexibility of the search space.
In what follows, we instantiate the macro and micro
architectures using some popular examples. Note that some
methods considered different search spaces for vision and
language modeling and we will mainly focus on the vision
part for which the search space is often more complicated.
The relationship among these popular search spaces is illustrated in Figure 1.
2.2.1

The EvoNet Search Space

EvoNet [18] is one of the first works that investigated an
open search space, i.e., the architectures are not limited

within the combination of a fixed number of components,
and instead, the architecture is allowed to grow arbitrarily
with requirement. Thus, the search space is latently defined
by a set of actions on the architecture, e.g., inserting a
convolutional layer to a specific position, altering the kernel
size of a convolutional layer, adding a skip connection
between two layers, etc., and some actions can be reversely
performed, e.g., removing the convolutional layer from a
specific position.
In an open search space, there is not a fixed number of
architectures because the network shape (e.g., depth) is only
constrained by the hardware platform – even provided the
length of the search procedure and the hardware limit, the
accurate space size is difficult to estimate. A very loose estimation is obtained by assuming that the search procedure
starts with a fixed architecture and has T steps in total. Thus,
if each step can take up to C actions, the search space size
satisfies |S| 6 1 + C + C 2 + . . . + C T .
Other open search spaces. There are other efforts that
tried to explore an open space. For example, [42] formulated
the search procedure in a hierarchical way and allow the
connection between some layers to be replaced by small
modules named motifs; and [43] learned an action space
to generate complex architectures. As we shall explain in
Section 5, open-space search is likely to be the future trend of
NAS [44], but the community needs a robust search strategy
that can efficiently explore the challenging spaces.
2.2.2 The NAS-RL Search Space
NAS-RL [20] is the work that defined the modern formulation of NAS. It also sculptured the framework that uses the
macro and micro architectures to determine the network.
The densely-connected macro architecture has N layers,
each of which can be connected to any of its precursors. Besides the direct precursor, other connections can be present
or absent, bringing a total of 2(N −1)(N −2)/2 possibilities.
Each layer has a micro architecture involving the hyperparameters of the filter height, filter width, stride height,
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stride width, and the number of filters. For simplicity, each
hyper-parameter is chosen from a pre-defined set, e.g., the
number of filters is one among {24, 36, 48, 64}. Let C be
the number of combinations for each layer, then the total
number of architectures is |S| = C N × 2N (N −1)/2 . In the
original paper, C varies with different search options and
the largest C is 576.
The search space for language modeling. The goal is to
construct a cell that connects the neighboring states of a
recurrent network, in which there are three input variables
and two output variables. Similarly, the recurrent controller
is used to determine the architecture with a fixed number
of intermediate nodes. For each node that is related to the
input data and the hidden state, there is an operator (e.g.,
add, elem-mult, etc.) and an activation function (e.g., tanh,
ReLU, sigmoid, etc.), and the controller also determines how
to connect the memory states to the temporary variables
inside the tree.
Related search spaces. Genetic-CNN [19] shared the similar ideology of building the architecture in a macro-thenmicro manner. The architecture is composed of a fixed number of stages and each stage has a fixed number of layers.
Pooling layers are inserted between neighboring stages.
Only the regular 3x3-convolution is used, but the inter-layer
connectivity in the same stage can be searched. The number
of architectures in each stage is 2N (N −1)/2 where N is the
number of layers in the stage.
2.2.3

The NASNet Search Space

NASNet [45] introduced the idea that the macro architecture
contains repeatable cells, so that the search procedure is
performed within a relatively shallow network but the final
architecture can be much deeper. In addition, the denselyconnected macro architecture is simplified into bi-chainstyled, i.e., each layer steadily receives input from two precursors. Regarding the micro architecture, each cell contains
N hidden nodes, indexed from 0 to N − 1, and the two
input nodes are indexed as −2 and −1. Each hidden node
is connected to two nodes with smaller indices, with the
operator of each connection chosen from a pre-defined set
of C1 candidates (e.g., dil-conv-3x3, sep-conv-5x5, identity,
max-pool-3x3, etc.) and the summarization function chosen
from a pre-defined set of C2 candidates (e.g., sum, concat,
product, etc.). The outputs of all intermediate nodes are
concatenated into the output of the cell. C1 is 13 in NASNet,
but is often reduced to a smaller number in the follow-up
methods because researchers noticed that there exist some
weak operators that are rarely used (e.g., max-pool-7x7 and
1x7-then-7x1-conv), plus, shrinking the search space can
reduce the cost of search. We denote C3 as the number
of different
topologies in a cell, which is computed via
2
3
×
×
.
. . × N2+1 . The number of architectures in a
2
2
N
normal cell or a reduction cell is thus C12 × C2
× C3 .
Related search spaces. Many follow-up methods have
used the same search space but simplified either the candidate set or the cell topology. For example, PNASNet [46] and
AmoebaNet [47] reduced C1 to 8, and DARTS [25] reduced
N from 5 to 4. In addition, DARTS did not use individual
summarization functions for different nodes and used sum
as the default choice.

4

2.2.4

The DARTS Search Space

DARTS [25] has a very similar search space to NASNet and
follows a weight-sharing search pipeline (see Section 2.3)
so that a more flexible super-network is constructed. In the
standard DARTS space, the set of candidate operators have
been defined as sep-conv-3x3, sep-conv-5x5, dil-conv-3x3,
dil-conv-5x5, max-pool-3x3, avg-pool-3x3, and skip-connect.
A dummy zero operator is added to the search procedure
but is not allowed to appear in the final architecture. To
ease the formulation of differentiable architecture search,
each layer receives input data from an arbitrary number of
previous layers in the same cell though only two of them
are allowed to survive. Provided that 4 intermediate cells
are present, the numberof architectures
for both the normal
 
and reduction cells is 22 32 42 52 × 78 ≈ 1.0 × 109 , and the
entire space has around 1.1 × 1018 architectures.
The search space for language modeling. Similar to NASRL, the DARTS space is also used for finding an improved
recurrent cell in the language models. The input sources,
the number of intermediate nodes, and the connectivity
between these nodes are adjusted accordingly, but still, the
outputs of all intermediate nodes are concatenated.
Related search spaces. The super-network formulation of
DARTS has offered opportunities to create some new search
spaces. For example, one can shrink the search space by
reducing the number of operators (e.g., only sep-conv-3x3
and skip-connect used [48]), or expanding the search space
by enabling multiple operators to be preserved in each
edge [49], [50], adding new operators [51], allowing the cells
of the same type to be individual from each other [52], and
relax the constraints that each layer receives input from two
previous layers [27].
2.2.5

The MobileNet Search Space

An alternative way [137], [138] of simplifying the NAS-RL
search space is to borrow the design of MobileNet. The
macro architecture is set to be chain-styled, i.e., each layer
receives input from its direct precursor. The micro architecture is also constrained to be one of the MobileNet (MB)
cells [21]. Changeable options include the type of separableconvolution [342] (the regular convolution can be replaced
by de-convolution), the type of skip-layer connection (can
be either identity or some kinds of pooling), the number
of channels, the kernel size, the expansion ratio (how the
intermediate layer of the MB cell magnitudes the number
of basic number of channels). Beyond these, the number of
layers within each cell (or referred to as a block) can also be
searched [139], [151]. So, the number of architectures in each
cell is basically C 1 + C 2 + . . . + C L where C is the number
of combinations of each layer and L is the maximal number
of layers in a cell. The above number is further powered up
by N , the number of cells in the final architecture.
Related search spaces. MNASNet [139] was the predecessor of the MobileNet search space, where there are more
searchable options including the number of cells in each
stage, i.e., L is relatively large. After that, researchers soon
noticed that (i) there are duplicates in using different numbers of layers in neighboring cells and (ii) preserving a small
number of MB cells is sufficient to achieve good performance. So, a few follow-up methods [143], [144], [343] have
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Search Space / Task
EvoNet [18] & open
NAS-RL [20]
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Important Work
[18], [42]
[20]
[23], [45], [46], [47],
[55], [56], [57]

Other Work
[44]
[53], [54]
[58], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71],
NASNet [45]
[72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77]
[27], [43], [50], [51], [52], [86], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92], [93], [94],
[25], [26], [48], [49],
[95], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [105], [106],
DARTS [25]
[78], [79], [80], [81],
[107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115], [116], [117],
[82], [83], [84], [85]
[118], [119], [120], [121], [122], [123], [124], [125], [126], [127], [128],
[129], [130], [131], [132], [133], [134], [135], [136]
[147], [148], [149], [150], [151], [152], [153], [154], [155], [156], [157],
[137], [138], [139],
[158], [159], [160], [161], [162], [163], [164], [165], [166], [167], [168],
MobileNet [137], [138]
[140], [141], [142], [143],
[169], [170], [171], [172], [173], [174], [175], [176], [177], [178], [179],
[144], [145], [146]
[180], [181], [182], [183], [184], [185], [186]
[196], [197], [198], [199], [200], [201], [202], [203], [204], [205], [206],
[19], [22], [24], [187],
[207], [208], [209], [210], [211], [212], [213], [214], [215], [216], [217],
Other Spaces
[188], [189], [190], [191],
[218], [219], [220], [221], [222], [223], [224], [225], [226], [227], [228],
[192], [193], [194], [195]
[229], [230], [231], [232], [233], [234], [235], [236], [237], [238], [239],
[240], [241], [242], [243], [244], [245], [246], [247], [248], [249]
Object Detection
[250], [251], [252]
[253], [254], [255], [256], [257], [258], [259], [260]
Semantic Segmentation
[261], [262]
[255], [263], [264], [265], [266], [267], [268]
Generative Models
[269]
[270], [271], [272], [273], [274], [275]
Medical Image Analysis
[276]
[277], [278], [279], [280], [281], [282], [283], [284], [285], [286]
Adversarial Learning
–
[283], [287], [288]
Low-level Vision
–
[289], [290], [291], [292], [293], [294], [295], [296], [297], [298]
Video Processing
–
[299], [300], [301], [302]
Multi-task Learning
–
[303], [304], [305], [306]
Language Modeling
[307]
[308], [309], [310], [311], [312], [313], [314], [315], [316]
Speech Recognition
–
[317], [318], [319]
Graph Networks
–
[320], [321], [322]
Recommendation
–
[323], [324], [325], [326]
[328] (attribute), [329], [330] (person re-id), [331] (inpainting), [332]
(pose), [333] (reconstruction), [334] (knowledge graph), [335] (style
Miscellaneous
[327] (captioning)
transfer), [336] (saliency), [337] (privacy), [338] (deep image prior),
[339] (counting), [340] (text recognition), [341] (discussion)
TABLE 1
Summary of search spaces. Note that (i) there are two categorization methods, i.e., by space configuration (NAS-RL, NASNet, MobileNet, DARTS,
open, others) and by non-classification task (detection, segmentation, etc.); (ii) one work may appear in multiple rows because it deals with more
than one space or tasks. We use both the total number of Google scholar citations and the number per time unit, according to the statistics on the
July 31st, 2020, to judge if this work is an ‘important work’ (around 10% top-cited papers are considered important).

reduced L into 1 and reduced C into 6 (i.e., MB cells with a
3 × 3, 5 × 5, or 7 × 7 convolution, and an expansion ratio of 3
or 6). The MobileNet space is also friendly to augmentation,
including introducing mixed convolution [145], [161], [162],
allowing dense connections between layers [151], [173], or
adding attention blocks [170].
2.2.6 Other Search Spaces
Besides the previous search spaces that were widely explored, there exist other interesting methods. For example,
some early efforts have either applied the technique of
network transformation [344] or morphism [345] to generate
complex architectures from the basic one [22], [58], [327],
or made use of shared computation to combine exponentially many architectures with cheap computation [346],
[347], [348]. Researchers have also designed other methods for architecture design such as repeating one-of-many
choices [187], [188] or defining a language for encoding [190], [349]. However, in the current era, increasing the
search space arbitrarily seems not the optimal choice, since
the search strategy is not sufficiently robust and may produce weak results that are on par with random search [195].
There are efforts in applying NAS methods to other
tasks, for which the search spaces need to adjust accordingly. For object detection, there are efforts of transferring
powerful backbones in classification [252], searching for

a new backbone [250], [260], [350], considering the way
of fusing multi-stage features [251], [253], and integrating
multiple factors into the search space [254], [256]. Regarding
semantic segmentation in which spatial resolution is more
sensitive [351], the most interesting part seems to design
of the down-sampling and up-sampling path [262], [352],
though searching for efficient blocks is also verified useful [152], [266], [276]. NAS is also applied for image generation, in particular, designing network architectures for the
generative adversarial networks (GAN) [269], [270], [353].
Recently, this method has been extended to conditional
GAN where the generator varies among classes and thus
the search space becomes exponentially larger [274]. Beyond
the search spaces that are extendable (see Sections 2.2.2
and 2.2.4), there were efforts that directly search for powerful architectures for RNN design [354], [355], [356], [357]
or language modeling [307], [308], [309], [314].
Table 1 provides a summary of search spaces for classification and the spaces transferred to different tasks.
2.3

Search Strategy and Evaluation Method

We combine the review of search strategies and evaluation
methods into one part, because these two factors are closely
correlated, e.g., the individual heuristic search strategies
often lead to an separate evaluation on each sampled ar-
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chitecture, while the weight-sharing search strategies often
integrate architecture optimization into architecture search.
2.3.1 Individual Heuristic Search Strategies
The most straightforward idea of architecture search is to
enumerate all possible architectures from the search space
and evaluate them individually. However, since the search
space is often very large so that exhaustive search is intractable, researchers turned to heuristic search. The fundamental idea is to make use of the relationship between
architectures, so that if an architecture reports good/bad
performance, it is natural to tune up/down the probability
of sampling its close neighbors. The algorithm starts with
formulating a function, p : S 7→ R, so that each architecture
S in the search space corresponds to a probability density
that it is sampled, and the function gets updated after the
algorithm gets rewards from the evaluation result of the
sampled architectures. This basic framework is illustrated
in Figure 2.
There are two popular choices of the heuristic algorithm,
both of which maintain a latent form of the probabilistic
distribution p(·). The first type, named the genetic algorithm or evolutionary algorithm, constructs a family of
architectures during the search procedure [18], [19], and
allows each architecture (or named an individual) to generate other architectures sharing similar properties. Typical
genetic operations include crossover, mutation, selection or
elimination, etc. The other type follows a different path,
known as reinforcement learning [20], [45], [188], which
constructs an architecture using a learnable policy, and updates the parameters in the policy according to the final performance. There have been efforts in combining the evolutionary algorithm and reinforcement learning for NAS [59],
or comparing the efficiency between these two options [311]
and/or against the random search baseline [47].
Regardless of the heuristic algorithm being used, such
search methods suffer the problem of heavy computational
overhead. This is mainly due to the need of re-training
each sampled architecture from scratch. There are a few
standard ways of alleviating the computational burden in
the search procedure, including using a smaller number of
channels, stacking fewer cells, or exploring on a smaller
dataset. However, it can still take long for the algorithm
to thoroughly traverse the search space and find a satisfying
architecture, in particular when the training dataset is large.
The random search baseline. When the probability function does not change with the evaluation results, the individual heuristic algorithm degenerates to random search in
which the probability of each architecture being sampled
is equal and does not change with time. Note that random
search can find any high-quality architecture given sufficient
computational costs, but it is verified less efficient than
heuristic search [47] or weight-sharing search [179] methods.
Random search is widely used as a baseline test of search
efficiency, e.g., evaluating the difficulty of the search space
and thus validating the high cost-performance ratio of the
proposed approach [25], [27], [48], [79].
2.3.2 Weight-Sharing Heuristic Search Strategies
A smart solution of fast search lies in sharing computation
among different architectures, as many of them have similar

sampling 𝕊 ∈ 𝒮
search space
𝒮

search strategy
𝑝 𝕊 :𝒮 ↦ ℝ

evaluation method
Eval 𝕊,𝝎⋆ 𝕊 ; 𝒟val

updating 𝑝 𝕊
Fig. 2. The heuristic search method that maintains a probabilistic distribution on the search space. In each iteration, the algorithm samples
an architecture following the distribution, performs evaluation individually, and updates the distribution accordingly. The design of this figure
borrows the idea from [28].

properties, e.g., beyond a well-trained architecture, only
one layer is added or one layer is made wider. In these
scenarios, it is possible to copy the weights of the trained
network with a small part being transformed [22], so that the
number of epochs required for optimizing the new network
is significantly reduced.
Moving one step forward, an elegant solution of weightsharing search is to construct the search space into a supernetwork [23], [24], [347], from which each architectures
can be sampled as a sub-architecture, and different subarchitectures share corresponding modules. Consider a network that has a fixed topology with L edges and each edge
has K options to be considered. The super-network contains
LK units to be optimized, but after the optimization, there
are up to K L sub-architectures that can be sampled from
the super-network. The search procedure is therefore largely
accelerated because a large amount of computation has been
shared among the sub-architectures.
However, it is worth emphasizing that sampling a subarchitecture with the weights directly copied from the
super-network does not reflect its accurate performance
on the validation set, because the weight-sharing training
procedure was focused on optimizing the super-network
as an entire but not the individual sub-architectures. This
difficulty is named the optimization gap which we will
formalize in Section 3.2. To alleviate the gap, typical efforts
include fine-tuning the sub-architectures for more accurate
performance prediction [23], facilitating the fairness during
super-network training [144], and modeling the search space
using graph-based methods [171].
Relationship to individual heuristic search. Note that,
despite the super-network that organizes the search space in
a more efficient manner, there still needs a standalone module to sample sub-architectures from the super-network.
That is to say, either the evolutionary algorithm [142], [144]
or the reinforcement learning algorithm [23], [56] can be
used. Due to the effectiveness of sub-architecture sampling,
it is also possible to split the search space into subspaces
and enumerate all architectures in each of them [171].
2.3.3

Weight-Sharing Differentiable Search Strategies

An alternative way of weight-sharing search is to allow a
relaxed formulation of the super-network [25], [57], [204] so
that it is differentiable to both the network weights (mainly
the convolutional kernels and batch normalization [381]
coefficients) and architectural parameters (modeling the
likelihood that the candidate edges and/or operators are
preserved in the final architecture). The most intriguing
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Important Work
[20], [45], [46], [55],
[139], [143], [188], [190],
[251], [252]

Other Work
[53], [54], [60], [61], [63], [203], [207], [209], [217], [223], [225], [243],
Individual – Reinforcement
[263], [264], [265], [269], [277], [280], [281], [303], [308], [309], [317],
[320], [321], [331], [337], [354]
[44], [58], [71], [147], [200], [213], [214], [215], [216], [219], [240], [241],
[18], [19], [42], [47],
Individual – Evolutionary
[242], [246], [278], [289], [290], [291], [292], [293], [299], [300], [304],
[189], [194], [307], [327]
[311], [312], [326], [333], [335], [336], [338], [355], [356]
[187], [192], [193],
[59], [65], [76], [149], [196], [197], [198], [201], [205], [208], [212], [220],
Individual – Others
[195], [206], [261]
[221], [222], [229], [230], [232], [239], [247], [328], [357], [358]
[43], [62], [64], [66], [67], [69], [72], [77], [110], [123], [145], [148], [151],
[152], [153], [156], [157], [158], [159], [160], [161], [162], [163], [164],
[165], [166], [167], [168], [170], [171], [172], [173], [174], [175], [176],
[22], [23], [24], [56],
Weight-Sharing Heuristic
[177], [179], [182], [183], [184], [185], [186], [202], [211], [218], [226],
[142], [144], [146], [199]
[227], [228], [233], [235], [237], [238], [244], [245], [248], [249], [250],
[254], [258], [259], [271], [274], [275], [284], [285], [287], [288], [295],
[298], [305], [310], [314], [318], [325], [340], [359], [360], [361], [362], [363]
[27], [49], [50], [51], [52], [68], [70], [74], [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89],
[90], [91], [92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102],
[103], [104], [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115],
[25], [26], [48], [57],
[116], [117], [118], [119], [120], [121], [122], [124], [125], [126], [127], [128],
Weight-Sharing Differentiable
[78], [79], [80], [81], [82],
[129], [130], [131], [132], [133], [134], [135], [136], [141], [150], [154],
[83], [137], [138], [262]
[155], [169], [178], [180], [181], [204], [224], [231], [234], [253], [255],
[256], [257], [266], [267], [268], [270], [272], [273], [276], [279], [282],
[283], [286], [294], [296], [297], [301], [302], [306], [313], [315], [316],
[319], [322], [323], [324], [329], [330], [332], [334], [339], [341], [364], [365]
[73], [75], [210], [236], [367], [368], [369], [370], [371], [372], [373], [374],
Predictor-based Search
[140], [191], [366]
[375], [376], [377], [378], [379], [380]
TABLE 2
Summary of search strategies. We categorize the individual heuristic search strategies into three parts, i.e., using reinforcement learning, using
evolutionary algorithms, and using other methods (e.g., Bayesian optimization, etc.). Note that the categorization is not absolute, since the
boundary between different methods is not always clear, e.g., an individual search method may apply weight-sharing in a minor part, and ‘other’
individual methods may apply the ideology of reinforcement learning or evolutionary algorithms. For the judgment of ‘important work’, please see
the caption of Table 1.

property of this formulation is that the architectural parameters can be optimized together with the network weights,
so that at the end of the search procedure, the optimal
sub-architecture is directly produced without the need of
performing an additional sampling procedure, therefore, the
computational costs are largely reduced.
The most popular example of differentiable search is
DARTS [25], where the goal is to find the optimal subarchitecture for the normal and reduction cells as defined
in Section 2.2.4. At the start, each edge is individually
initialized so that all candidate operators have the same
weight (e.g., 1/C where C is the number of candidate operators). Then, during the search procedure, these architectural
parameters are updated in a continuous space, so that the
stronger (more effective) operators gradually take the lead.
At the end of the search procedure, each edge undergoes a
so-called discretization process, during which the strongest
operator is preserved (and assigned with the weight of 1.0)
while others are eliminated. The preserved sub-architecture
(the architectural parameters are fixed) is fed into the retraining procedure for the optimal network weights.
Relationship to weight-sharing heuristic search. First,
we emphasize that weight-sharing differentiable search also
works on the MobileNet search space [137], [138], though it
is more commonly used to explore the DARTS space. Essentially, differentiable search serves as an alternative way of
approximately evaluating exponentially many architectures
at the same time. The evaluation procedure is embedded
into the search procedure and thus not explicitly performed.
Therefore, the issue of optimization gap also exists in this
framework. In particular, due to the inevitable approximation error of gradient computation, the differentiable search

procedure can sometimes run into a dramatic failure [52],
[83], and researchers developed various methods to alleviate
this problem including performing early termination [48],
[83] or using progressive optimization [81], [102] to reduce
the discretization error [133]. We will summarize these
methods from another perspective in Section 3.3.
2.3.4 Predictor-Based Search Methods
Besides the aforementioned search methods, there are also
efforts in exhaustively enumerating all architectures in the
search space (often relatively smaller) and then using them
as the ground-truth to test the efficiency of different search
strategies. The most popular benchmarks include NASBench-101 [382] that contains ∼ 423K architectures evaluated on CIFAR10 and NAS-Bench-201 [383] that contains
15,526 architectures evaluated on CIFAR10, CIFAR100, and
ImageNet-16-120. We also noticed an extension of the similar idea to the NLP scope [384].
These benchmarks offer the opportunities of training
predictors, i.e., the input is an encoded neural architecture
and the output is the network accuracy [366]. There have
been efforts of exploring the internal relationship between
architectures (an effective way is to design a good encoding
method for the architectures [369], [371], [380]) for better prediction performance, in particular under a limited
number of sampled architectures [75], [385]. The trained
predictors can inspire algorithms beyond the toy search
spaces [171], [371]. We will discuss more about this issue
in Section 3.3.5.
Table 2 provides a summary of the frequently used search
strategies, where we find that weight-sharing search is the
current mainstream and future direction.
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2.4

Summary

There is a close relationship between the search space and
the search strategy together with evaluation method. When
the search space is small and ‘tidy’ (i.e., similar architectures
are closely correlated in performance), individual heuristic
search methods often work very well. However, when the
search space becomes larger and more flexible, individual
search methods often require heavy computational burden
that is not affordable to most researchers and developers.
Thus, since researchers believe that larger search spaces
are the future trend of NAS, it has become an important
topic to design efficient and stabilized weight-sharing search
strategies. In the next part, we will owe the instability of
weight-sharing architecture search to the optimization gap
and discuss the solution to this problem.
As a side note, there have been research [386], [387]
on designing the search space for architecture search or
design. From the perspective of NAS, this is similar to
the idea that gradually removes the candidate connections/operators during the search procedure [27], [81], [102],
or undergoes a two-stage NAS algorithm that the network
topology and operators are determined separately [52], [91],
[284]. We carefully put forward the opinion that these multistage algorithms reflect the instability and immaturity of
NAS algorithms, and we advocate for an algorithm that can
explore a very large search space in an end-to-end manner.
In evaluating the quality of the search space and/or algorithms, choosing a good benchmark as well as a set of proper
hyper-parameters is very important for NAS research. We
suggest the readers to refer to [388] for more practices of
research on NAS. Though, it was believed that evaluating
the performance of NAS methods is often hard [389], [390],
[391]. Different settings beyond supervised learning have
been investigated in NAS, including like semi-supervised
learning [392], self-supervised learning [131], unsupervised
learning [115], [377], incremental learning [361], [393], federated learning [394], [395], etc., showing the promising
transferability of NAS methods. Last but not least, there are
several toolkits for AutoML [17], [396], [397], [398], [399] that
can facilitate the reproducibility of NAS methods.

3

TOWARDS S TABILIZED W EIGHT-S HARING NAS

In this section, we delve deep into the weight-sharing NAS
algorithms and try to answer the key question: why do these
methods suffer search instability? Here, by instability we
mean that the same algorithm can produce quite different
results, in terms of either the searched architecture or the test
accuracy, when it is executed for several times [79]. For this
purpose, we start with formulating the weight-sharing NAS
methods in Section 3.1 and formalizing the optimization
gap in Section 3.2. Then, in Section 3.3, we summarize the
existing solutions to alleviate the optimization gap, followed
by a summary of unsolved issues in Section 3.4.
3.1

An Alternative Formulation of Weight-Sharing NAS

Weight-sharing NAS methods start with defining a supernetwork that contains all learnable parameters in the search
space. This involves using a vectorized form, α, to encode
each architecture S ∈ S , so that the super-network is
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parameterized using both α and ω . We follow the convention [25] to rewrite the super-network as y = F(x; α, ω).
Throughout the remaining part of this paper, we refer to α
and ω as the architectural parameters and network weights,
respectively. Though α takes discrete values, a common
practice is to slack the search space and correspond each
element of α to the probability that an operator appears
in the final sub-architecture. Hence, finding the optimal
sub-architecture S? comes down to finding the optimal
architectural parameters α and performing discretization
(mapping the possibly continuous α to a discrete form that
corresponds to a valid S), and thus Eqn (2) becomes:
S? = disc(α? ),

α? = arg minα L(ω ? (α) , α; Dval ) (3)
s.t. ω ? (α) = arg minω L(ω, α; Dtrain ),

where L(ω, α; D· ) = E(x,y? )∈D· [CE(F(x; α; ω) , y? )] are
the expected cross-entropy loss (computed in any training
subset). We expect Eval(hS, ω(S)i|D· ) = 1 − L(ω, α; D· )
when α corresponds to S, but L(ω, α; D· ) is more flexible
in dealing with the continuous form of α. Both Dtrain and
Dval are subsets of the training data but they are not necessarily different, e.g., in one-level optimization methods [27],
[97], both Dtrain and Dval are the entire training set. The
discretization function, disc(·), does not take an essential
operation when the search space is not slacked, e.g., in the
weight-sharing heuristic search, α does not take continuous
values and S? is directly derived from α? .
Note that Eqn (3) can be solved using non-weightsharing methods where ω(α) have individual weights for
different α. For weight-sharing methods, the key to optimize Eqn (3) is to share ω(α) over different α and perform
the optimization with respect to ω and α over all subarchitectures. In other words, this is to achieve an amortized
optimum over all sub-architectures and α plays the role
of the amortizing distribution. With this formulation, we
provide an alternative perspective in discriminating weightsharing heuristic and differentiable search. The heuristic
search methods often keep all elements of α identical,
i.e., during training the super-network, the distribution P
remains uniform over the entire search space. A standalone
heuristic search procedure is required to find the best subarchitecture. On the contrary, the differentiable search
methods slack the search space and update α and ω simultaneously, assuming that α gradually approaches the onehot distribution corresponding to the best sub-architecture.
So, after the super-network is well-trained, the best subarchitecture is often determined using a greedy algorithm
on α while ω is often directly discarded.
3.2

The Devil Lies in the Optimization Gap

Both types of weight-sharing search algorithms suffer the
instability issue, in particular, the search results are sensitive
to random initialization and/or hyper-parameters. We owe
this problem to the optimization gap, i.e., a well-optimized
super-network does not always produce high-quality subarchitectures. Mathematically, it implies that optimizing
Eqn (3) yields an α? and the corresponding S? = disc(α? ),
but there exists another architecture S0 that achieves far
higher accuracy. Below, we show examples of how the
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weight-sharing optimization
⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

𝕊 = disc 𝜶 , 𝜶 = argmin𝜶 ℒ 𝝎 𝜶 , 𝜶; 𝒟val
s. t. 𝝎⋆ 𝜶 = argmin𝝎 ℒ 𝝎, 𝜶; 𝒟train

individual optimization
optimization
gap

𝕊⋆ = argmax𝕊 Eval 𝕊, 𝝎⋆ 𝕊 ; 𝒟val
s. t. 𝝎⋆ 𝕊 = argmin𝝎 ℒ 𝝎 𝕊 ; 𝒟train

weight-sharing differentiable
NAS methods

mathematical error
⋆

𝛁𝜶 ℒ 𝝎 𝜶 , 𝜶; 𝒟val is not
correctly computed

super-net sub-optima
𝐅 𝐱; 𝝎, 𝜶 falls into local
optima with respect to 𝜶

discretization loss
⋆

optimal weights 𝝎 𝜶 is
not optimal for 𝝎⋆ 𝕊⋆

deployment gap
hyper-parameter and/or
network shape change
weight-sharing heuristic
NAS methods

Fig. 3. The optimization gap between the goals of weight-sharing optimization and individual optimization, where the latter is accurate while the
former is approximated. We summarize four major reasons to compose of the optimization gap, sorted by their appearance in the NAS flowchart and
corresponding to the contents in Sections 3.3.1–3.3.4, respectively. Note that weight-sharing heuristic methods may not involve the mathematical
error because ∇α L(ω ? (α) , α; Dval ) is often not computed.

optimization gap appears as different phenomena according
to the type of weight-sharing NAS algorithms.
For weight-sharing heuristic search, the optimization
gap can be quantified by sampling a set of sub-architectures,
{S1 , S2 , . . . , SM }, and observing the true accuracy (by training each of them from scratch) and estimated accuracy (predicted by the super-network). Unfortunately, the relationship is often quite weak, e.g., the Kendall’s τ -coefficient between the rank lists according to the true and estimated accuracy is close to zero [171], [400] when the candidates have
similar complexity. This is partly due to the strategy that
optimizes part of the super-network in each iteration [137],
[142], [144], so that whether a sub-architecture performs
well in the final evaluation depends on the frequency that
it appears, in particular the final iterations of the training
procedure. This is mostly random and uncontrollable.
On the other hand, for weight-sharing differentiable
search, the optimization gap can be quantified by observing the accuracy of the optimal sub-architecture without
re-training the network weights, ω . It is shown in [133]
that even when the super-network achieves around 90%
accuracy (in the CIFAR10 training set), the pruned subarchitecture, without parameter re-training, often reports
less than 20% accuracy in the same dataset, which is dramatically low. This implies that the super-network is trained
without ‘knowing’ that a discretization stage will take effect
to produce the final sub-architecture.
Summarizing the above, the optimization gap likely
adds a non-observable noise, (α), to the true accuracy
.
of Eval(α) = 1 − L(ω ? (α) , α; Dval ). Sometimes, for two
candidates, say α1 and α2 , the noise impacts even heavier,
i.e., |(α1 ) − (α2 )| > |Eval(α1 ) − Eval(α2 )|. Due to the
randomness of (α), the judgment becomes unreliable. This
can largely downgrade the search results, or cause the
results sensitive to initialization or hyper-parameters.
3.3

Shrinking the Optimization Gap

Essentially, the optimization gap is the consequence of improving search speed with the price of lower evaluation
accuracy. Shrinking the optimization gap forms the core
challenge of weight-sharing NAS, for which researchers

have proposed various solutions. Before going into details,
we point out that the optimization gap is inevitable because
the network weights are shared by exponentially many subarchitectures and the optimization procedure focuses on
minimizing the amortized loss over the entire search space,
not a specific sub-architecture.
We first summarize the typical reasons that cause the
optimization gap into four categories, shown in Figure 3.
First, when the differentiable methods are used, the endto-end training procedure may suffer dramatic errors in
estimating the gradients with respect to α. Second, the
search procedure may cause the super-network fall into a
local optimum, in particular the joint optimization of α and
ω increases the complexity of the high-dimensional space.
Third, the discretization process that derives the optimal
sub-architecture may a dramatic accuracy drop on the network training accuracy. Fourth, there are some differences in
the network shape or hyper-parameters between the search
and evaluation phases, making the searched architecture
difficult in deployment. Note that most weight-sharing NAS
approaches may involve more than one of the above issues.
In what follows, we review the solutions to shrink the
optimization gap by considering these factors individually
or applying a learning-based approach that deals with the
entire system as a black-box.
3.3.1 Fixing the Mathematical Error
The optimization error mostly exists in the differentiable
search method, in particular, DARTS [25], in which a bilevel optimization method is used for updating ω and α
separately. The reason for bi-level optimization lies in the
imbalance between α and ω . Most often, the number of
learnable parameters of α is typically hundreds or thousands, but the that of ω is often millions. So, minimizing
Eqn (3) can easily bias towards optimizing ω due to the
higher dimension of the parameter space1 . To avoid such
bias, DARTS [25] proposed to evaluate the network accuracy
1. A direct consequence of such bias is that α is not well optimized
which introduces random noise to NAS. In an extreme situation, the
super-network can achieve satisfying accuracy by only optimizing ω
(i.e., α remains the randomly initialized status), but this delivers zero
information to NAS.
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with respect to α and ω separately (i.e., Dtrain ∪ Dval = ∅),
which leads to the iterative optimization:

ω t+1
αt+1

←
←

ω t − ηω · ∇ω L(ω t , αt ; Dtrain ),
αt − ηα · ∇α L(ω t+1 , αt ; Dval ),

(4)
(5)

where t is the iteration index starting with 0, and ηα and ηω
are learning rates. Bi-level optimization strategy avoids the
bias, but the correctness of bi-level optimization depends on
(i) ω t+1 has arrived at the optimum, i.e., ω t+1 = ω ? (αt ),
which is very difficult to satisfy especially when the dimensionality of ω is high; (ii) the gradient with respect
to α is accurately computed, but this is computationally
intractable due to the requirement of computing H−1
ω , the
inverse Hessian matrix of ω . The solution that DARTS [25]
used is to ignore the optimality of ω t+1 and use the identity
matrix to approximate H−1
ω , but, as pointed out in [48], [52],
this leads to dramatic errors in gradient computation2 and
forms the major reason for mode collapse, e.g., the searched
sub-architecture are mostly occupied by the skip-connect
operator and perform quite bad [48], [52], [83], [128].
A straightforward solution to alleviate the search instability is to perform early termination [25], [48], [51], [83] or
further constrain the property of the sub-architecture, e.g.,
containing a fixed number of skip-connect operators [51],
[81], [83]. But, not allowing the search procedure to converge
brings the problem that the search result is sensitive to
initialization, which reflects in the unsatisfying stability, e.g.,
most differentiable search methods can run into bad subarchitectures with a probability of 20%–80%.
There are some work that tried to stabilize bi-level
optimization from the mathematical perspective. Typical
efforts include using a better approximation (Hω to replace
H−1
ω ) to achieve an estimation error bound [52], applying
adversarial perturbation as regularization to smooth the
search space [113], or applying mixed-level optimization
to bypass the dramatic approximation [114]. While these
methods do not fix the error completely, an alternative path
of research focuses on replacing bi-level optimization with
one-level optimization which is free of the mathematical
burden but the optimization bias towards ω needs to be addressed. For this purpose, researchers proposed to partition
the operator set into parameterized and non-parameterized
groups to facilitates the fair comparison between similar
operators [97]. A more elegant solution is provided by [27]
which shows that simply adding regularization (e.g., data
augmentation [401] or Dropout [402]) or using a larger
dataset (e.g., ImageNet [39]) in the search procedure is
sufficient to balance α and ω and improve one-level optimization. Nevertheless, since the validation set no longer
exists, one-level optimization may suffers the difficulty of
judging the extent that the super-network fits the training
set, which may incur a higher risk of over-fitting.
3.3.2 Avoiding the Sub-Optima of Super-Network
Training a super-network is not easy, because the space determined by α is complicated and its property changes significantly with ω . This can be understood as the competition
2. It was proved [52] that, even in optimizing a toy super-network,
the angle between the true and estimated gradient vectors of α can be
larger than 90◦ , i.e., the optimization is going towards an uncontrolled,
wrong direction.

among different operators, and thus whether an operator
is competitive largely depends on how its weights (part
of ω ) has been optimized. That being said, the operators
that are easy to optimize (e.g., non-parameterized ones like
skip-connect and pooling and the ones with fewer learnable
weights like convolution with small kernels) may dominate
in the early stage, which makes it even more difficult for
the powerful operators (e.g., convolution of large kernels)
to catch up with them [81]. In other words, the search
algorithm runs into a local minimum in the space of α.
One of the effective solutions is to warm up the search
procedure [26], [81], [82], [109], i.e., freezing the update
of α in the starting stage and allowing ω (mostly the
weights of all convolution operators) to be well initialized.
In essence, this is to postpone the optimization of α. In
the heuristic search methods, it behaves as performing fair
sampling [142], [144] for super-network training followed
by a standalone sampling procedure starting with a uniform distribution on S . Besides, there are also other kinds
of regularization including partitioning the operators into
parameterized and non-parameterized groups to avoid unfair competition [97], [235], using operator-level Dropout to
weaken the superiority of non-parameterized operators [81],
and dynamically adjusting the candidate operator set to
allow some perturbation in S [82].
Note that bi-level optimization also belongs to the larger
category of regularization, which decomposes the joint optimization into the subspaces of α and ω . This explains
why regularization plays an important role in one-level optimization [27]. Finally, note that regularization often incurs
slower convergence speed, but fortunately, the search cost of
weight-sharing methods is relatively low and the increased
overhead is often acceptable.
3.3.3 Reducing the Discretization Loss
After the super-network has been well optimized, discretization plays an important role in deriving the optimal
sub-architecture from the super-network, i.e., S? = disc(α? )
as in Eqn (3). A straightforward solution is to directly
eliminate the weak operators from the super-network, but
it has been shown that discretization can dramatically
downgrade the training accuracy of the super-network
(without re-training), especially for the differentiable search
methods [101], [133]. There are mainly three solutions.
First, converting α from continuous to discrete so that the
search procedure is always optimizing the discretized subarchitectures. This strategy is used in both heuristic [142],
[144] and differentiable [78], [86], [93] search methods, and
it can be interpreted as a kind of super-network regularization. Second, pushing the values of α towards either ends
so that the eliminated elements have very low weights [88],
[101], [133]. Third, weakening one-time discretization as
gradual network pruning [27], [88], [94], [102] so that the
super-network is not pulled too far from the normal status
(ω is close to the optimum) and recovers after some training
epochs (before the next pruning operation).
Note that, when the computational overhead is not considered, the safest way to reduce the discretization loss is
to re-train all sub-architectures individually. Obviously, this
strategy makes the algorithm degenerate to the heuristic
search method with the distribution P provided by the
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weight-sharing search procedure and the advantage in efficiency no longer exists. To make better use of the search
procedure, a common practice is to fine-tune the top-ranked
sub-architecture for a short period of time [22], [367]. The
length of fine-tuning is an adjustable parameter and plays
the role of a tradeoff between purely weight-sharing methods (when the length is zero) and purely individual methods
(when the length goes to infinity).

is difficult to be trained yet does not show dominating
detection accuracy, although it borrows the architecture and
pre-trained weights from EfficientNet [143], the state-of-theart image classification architecture. To improve the transferability of the searched architectures, researchers have
applied meta learning [403], [404], [405] (see Section 4.3) or
performed network adaptation [255], but we point out that
many aspects remain unexplored in this new direction.

3.3.4 Bridging the Deployment Gap
The last step is to deploy the sub-architecture to the target scenario. In weight-sharing NAS, re-training is often
required to achieve better performance, but there may be
significant differences between the search and re-training
settings. The major reasons are: (i) the search stage may need
additional memory to save all network components and
thus the network shape is shrunk; and (ii) the re-training
stage may need to fit different constraints (e.g., the mobile
setting [21] that requires the network FLOPs is just below
600M). A practical way is to adjust the network shape (e.g.,
the depth, width, and input resolution) and change the
hyper-parameters (e.g., the number of epochs, the learning
rate, whether some regularization methods have been applied, etc.) accordingly. This causes a deployment gap. Conceptually, the algorithm finds the optimal sub-architecture
under the setting used in the search procedure, but this
does not imply its optimality under the hyper-parameters
used in the re-training stage3 . Note that even with the same
network shape, the difference in hyper-parameters can lead
to unstable search results, while this factor is often concealed
by other deployment gaps [52].
The first revealed deployment gap is named the depth
gap [81], i.e., in the search space that contains repeatable
cells, the searched sub-architecture can be extended in depth
to achieve higher accuracy. However, it was shown that
the optimal sub-architecture varies under different depths,
and it proposed a progressive method to close the depth
gap. Despite the progressively growing super-network, a
more essential solution to the depth gap is to directly
search in the target network shape. This is natural for most
heuristic search methods [139], [142], [144], [343] while the
differentiable search methods can encounter the difficulty
of training very deep super-networks – this is mainly due
to the mathematical error [52] elaborated in Section 3.3.1.
Going one step further, researchers have been investigating
the relationship between the shallow super-network and
the deep sub-architectures [126], [166], [248], and a likely
conclusion is that they can benefit from each other.
Another important deployment gap comes from transferring the searched architecture to other tasks, e.g., from
image classification to object detection or semantic segmentation. Though many NAS methods have shown the ability
of direct architecture transfer [26], [45], [144], we argue that
this is not the optimal solution since the optimal architecture
may be task-specific. An example is that EfficientDet [252]

3.3.5 Learning-based Approaches
To handle the complicated and coupled factors of the optimization gap, researchers have also investigated learningbased approaches that judge the quality of each subarchitecture based on both the super-network and other
kinds of auxiliary information. We point out that this is
closely related to the heuristic search methods that keep
the distribution P of the search space uniform. The difference lies in that the heuristic search methods often update
a controller to latently assign a probability to each subarchitecture, but the learning-based methods often encode
each sub-architecture into a vector and then use a model to
predict the accuracy explicitly.
The performance of learning-based approaches largely
depends on the way of representing the sub-architectures, as
the encoding method determines the relationship between
different sub-architectures [369], [371], [380]. Sometimes, the
auxiliary information does not come from a standalone
predictor, but from a super-network, e.g., via knowledge
distillation [146], [185]. Unlike formulating the entire space
for the toy-sized NAS benchmarks [382], [383], in a large
search space, the predictor is often embedded into the search
procedure to guide the super-network optimization [166],
[171], [367]. Besides improving accuracy, the predictor can
also filter out weak candidates earlier and thus accelerate
the search procedure [74], [121].
We emphasize that the learning-based approaches tend
to consider NAS as a black-box predictor and use a small
number of training samples to approximate the accuracy
distribution on the search space. This is somewhat dangerous as the actual property of the distribution remains
unclear. From a higher perspective, these approaches alleviate the optimization gap globally, but do not guarantee to
capture the local property very well (i.e., the gap still exists).

3. For example, if the search stage contains much fewer cells, the
searched cell architecture may have very deep connections which increases the difficulty of convergence in the re-training stage. Similarly, if
the search stage is equipped with lighter regularization (e.g., Dropout),
the searched architecture may contain fewer learnable parameters
which downgrades its upper-bound in the re-training stage.

3.4

Unsolved Problems

Despite the aforementioned efforts in shrinking the optimization gap, we notice that several important problems
of weight-sharing NAS remain unsolved.
First, weight-sharing NAS methods are built upon the
assumption that the search space is relatively smooth. However, the actual property of the search space remains unclear.
For example, does the search space contain exponentially
many sub-architectures that are equally good? Given one of
the best sub-architecture, S? , is it possible that the neighborhood of S? is mostly filled with bad sub-architectures? These
issues become increasingly important as the search space
gets more complicated. But, due to the huge computational
costs to accurately evaluate all sub-architectures (except
for the toy search spaces [382], [383], [406]), this problem
remains mostly uncovered.
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Second, weight-sharing NAS methods facilitate different
operators and connections to compete with each other, but
it is unknown if the comparison criterion is made fair. For
example, almost all search spaces involve the competition
among convolutions with various kernel sizes (e.g., 3 × 3 vs.
5 × 5 or 7 × 7), and sometimes, network compression forces
competition among different channel and/or bit widths.
Although the ‘heavy’ operators are intuitively stronger than
the ‘light’ operators, they often suffer slower convergence
during the training procedure. That is to say, the search
result is sensitive to the time point that comparison is
made between these operators. This can cause considerable
uncertainty especially in very large search spaces.
Third, weight-sharing NAS methods are able to prune a
large super-network into small sub-architectures, but may
encounter difficulties in the reverse direction, i.e., deriving
a large and/or deep sub-architecture from a relatively small
super-network4 . This is necessary when higher recognition
accuracy is desired, and existing approaches are mostly
rule-based, including copying the repeatable cells (see Section 3.3.4) and applying simple magnification rules upon the
base network. We expect weight-sharing NAS methods to
have the ability of extending the search space when needed,
which may require the assistance of dynamic routing networks (see Section 4.2).

4

R ELATED R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS

We briefly review some related research directions to NAS,
including (i) compressing the network towards a higher
cost-performance ratio, (ii) designing dynamic routing network architectures so as to fit different input data, (iii)
learning efficient learning strategies (meta learning), and
(iv) looking for the optimal hyper-parameters for network
training.
4.1
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can improve recognition accuracy [426]. Yet, the optimization gap also exists in these scenarios, and the methods
introduced in Section 3.3 are still useful, e.g., super-network
regularization [419], [427], [428], network fine-tuning [420],
re-training [429], [430], etc. In addition, the unfairness issue is significant when the operators of different channel
and/or bit widths exist [431]. Nevertheless, it is believed
that NAS will form an important module in the future
direction named software-hardware co-design [432], [433],
[434], [435], [436], [437], [438], [439].
4.2

Dynamic Routing Networks

Most neural architectures are static, i.e., not changing with
input data. As a counterpart to save computation, researchers have investigated the option of adjusting the network architecture according to test data [440]. This strategy,
named dynamic routing, brings various benefits, including
higher amortized efficiency by assigning heavy computation to easy samples and light computation to hard samples [440], [441], [442] information for higher recognition
accuracy [443]. There are also discussion on the training
strategy for the dynamic routing networks [444], [445].
From a generalized perspective, a dynamic network can
be considered as a variant of a static network. Note that
even for a static network, the input data can cause part
of neurons (after the activation function, e.g., ReLU [446])
to output a value of zero, that is, the connections to these
neurons are eliminated. Therefore, the difference lies in
that dynamic networks are switching off larger units (e.g.,
network layers or blocks [447]). This implies that NAS methods, with simple modification, can be applied for dynamic
network design [264], [448]. More importantly, dynamic
routing networks may pave the way of weight-sharing NAS
in an enlargeable search space [187], [218], which we believe
is a new research direction.

Model Compression

As the deep networks become more and more complicated,
deploying them to edge devices (e.g., mobile phones) requires a new direction named model compression [407],
[408]. Two of the most popular techniques are network
pruning [409], [410], [411], [412] that eliminates less useful
channels or operators from a trained network, and network
quantization [413], [414], [415] that uses low-precision (e.g.,
1-bit [416]) computation to replace the frequently used FP32
(i.e., 32-bit floating point number) operations. Both methodologies have been verified to achieve a better tradeoff between accuracy and complexity.
Conceptually, model compression shares a similar formulation to NAS, i.e., the generalized formulation in Section 2.1 directly applies with either a regularization term
for model complexity or a hard constraint for the maximal
resource. Therefore, NAS approaches are often easily transferred for model compression [358], [417], including pruning [244], [359], [360], [364], [418], [419], quantization [224],
[420], [421], [422], and joint optimization [423], [424], [425].
Sometimes, the searched configuration or connectivity mask
4. Non-weight-sharing methods can achieve this goal [18], [44], but
the price is to re-train the enlarged network every time, bringing heavy
computational overheads.

4.3

Meta Learning

Meta learning [449], [450] is sometimes referred to as ‘learning to learn’, which aims to formulate the common practices in a learning procedure, so that the learned model
can quickly adapt to new tasks and/or environments. It
originates from the idea of mimicking the learning behavior
of human beings [451], yet eases the machine learning
algorithms to deploy to various scenarios, e.g., the few-shot
learning setting [452], [453], [454] that allows the model to
learn new concepts with a small number of training samples. There are mainly three types of meta learners, namely,
model-based [455], [456], [457], metric-based [452], [458],
and optimization-based [459], [460], [461] methods, differing
from each other in the way of formulating the discriminative
function5 . For reviews of meta learning, please refer to [462],
[463].
Meta learning has a longer history than NAS, and modern NAS was considered a special case of meta learning [24],
[191], [199], namely, learning to design a computational
model that assists learning. In particular, meta learning
plays an important role in the early age of NAS, when the
5. Borrowed from http://metalearning-symposium.ml/files/vinyals.pdf.
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NAS methods need to learn from a small number of subarchitectures that are sampled and individually evaluated.
As weight-sharing NAS methods become more and more
popular, meta learning can be used for various purposes,
including (i) enhancing the few-shot learning ability of NAS
methods [125], [464], [465], (ii) allowing NAS methods to
transfer to different tasks [403], [404], [405], and (iii) providing complementary information to shrink the optimization
gap [237], [466].
4.4

Hyper-Parameter Optimization

Hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) is another important
direction of AutoML, with the aim of finding proper hyperparameters to improve the quality of model training. This
is a classic problem in machine learning [467], but in the
deep learning era, the optimization goal has been focused
on the important settings that impact network training including the learning rate [468], [469], [470], [471], mini-batch
size [472], [473], weight decay [474], [475], momentum [476],
[477], or a combination of them [398], [478], [479]. For more
thorough reviews of HPO, please refer to [480], [481], [482].
We point out that NAS is essentially a kind of HPO,
i.e., the network architecture is encoded as a set of hyperparameters. Indeed, the NAS approaches in the early years
have mostly inherited the ideology of HPO methods including random search [480], [483], heuristic search [484],
[485], [486], [487], [488], [489], and meta learning [490]. On
the other hand, NAS approaches have been transplanted to
HPO [491], and sometimes NAS and HPO are performed
together [492], [493]. But, one of the important challenges
that HPO algorithms have encountered is the much slower
optimization speed compared to the weight-sharing NAS
algorithms. This is because each step of HPO requires a
complete training procedure, unlike NAS that updates the
architectural parameters, α, in each step of the search procedure. Essentially, this is due to the missing of the greedy
optimization assumption: during NAS training, it is always
a good choice to minimize the loss function in a short period
of time, but this does not hold for HPO training6 . A direct
consequence is the limited degree of freedom of the HPO
search space. We expect the future research of HPO can
alleviate this difficulty and thus achieve higher flexibility of
optimizing hyper-parameters. The recent efforts to combine
NAS and HPO [494] provided a promising direction.
In the field of AutoML, we notice an important subarea
of HPO named automated data augmentation, which is
currently one of the most effective and widely-applied HPO
techniques. We introduce it separately in the next part.
4.5

Automated Data Augmentation

Data augmentation is a technique that enlarges the training set using transformed copies of the existing training
images. The assumption is that slightly perturbed (e.g.,
rotated, flipped, distorted, etc.) samples share the same label
as the original one. AutoAugment [401] first formulated
data augmentation into an HPO problem in a large search
6. A clear example lies in the learning rate. If the goal is to cause the
loss function drop rapidly, the algorithm may choose to use a small
learning rate at the start of training, but this strategy is not good for the
global optimality.
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space and applied reinforcement learning for finding the
optimal strategy. It achieved good practice in many image
classification datasets, but the search cost is very high (e.g.,
hundreds of GPU-days even for CIFAR10). There are a
few follow-ups that tried to accelerate AutoAugment using
approximated [495], [496], [497] or weight-sharing [498]
optimization, or simply used randomly generated strategies
which were verified equally good [499]. Without careful
control, the aggressively augmented training samples may
contaminate the training procedure. To weaken the impact
of these samples and alleviate the empirical risk, researchers
proposed to increase the training batch size [500], compute
individual batch statistics [501], or use knowledge distillation [502] for case-specific training label refinement.
There is a survey [503] that reviews a wide range of
data augmentation techniques for deep learning. Applying
AutoML techniques for data augmentation was believed to
have a high potential for future research.

5

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE P ROSPECTS

Neural architecture search (NAS) is an important topic of
automated machine learning (AutoML) that aims to find
replacement for the manually designed architectures. With
three-year rapid development, NAS shows the potential
of becoming a standard tool of deep learning algorithms
applied to different AI problems. Currently, NAS has contributed significantly to some state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms, but NAS also suffers significant drawbacks
that hinders its broader applications.
However, in the past months, the research of NAS seems
to have slowed down, arguably due to both the limited
search space and unstable search algorithms. These factors are highly correlated. The conservative design of the
search spaces makes it difficult to evaluate and compare
the performance of different search algorithms, on the other
hand, the instability of the search algorithms obstacles the
exploration in larger search spaces. Today, two most popular
search spaces, the DARTS search space (Section 2.2.4) and
the MobileNet search space (Section 2.2.5) have been so
thoroughly explored that some tricks (e.g., preserving a
fixed number of skip-connect operators in each cell [81],
[83]) can produce highly competitive search results, or some
inaccurate conclusions can be made [195], [363], yet these
results do not show significant advantages over the random
search methods with a reasonable amount of trials.
As the last but not least part of this survey, we share our
opinions on the future directions of NAS. We believe that
the future prospect of NAS lies in whether researchers can
propose a new framework to systematically solve the aforementioned problems, in particular, designing more flexible
search spaces and developing reliable search algorithms.
These two factors facilitate each other, but in the current
time point (July 31st, 2020), the former seems more urgent.
A good search space for NAS research is expected to
satisfy four conditions. First, the space is sufficiently large
to include both chain-styled [3] and multi-path [4] networks, popular hand-designed modules (e.g., the residual
block [5], group convolution [504], depthwise separable convolution [342], shuffle modules [505], attention units [506],
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[507], activation functions [51], [508], etc.), and the combination of them [21]. According to our rough estimation,
the cardinality of such a search space is expected to exceed 101000 , but the largest search space to date (GOLDNAS [27]) only has a cardinality of 10110 –10170 . Second, the
space should be adjustable, allowing the search algorithm
to increase or decrease the model size without restarting
the search procedure from scratch. Third, the space can be
applied to a wide range of vision problems without heavy
modifications – preferably, the searched architecture transfers to different tasks with merely light-weighted heads to
be replaced (or searched), like HRNet [509]. Fourth, the best
architecture in the space should achieve significantly better
accuracy-complexity tradeoff than that found by random
search (with reasonable computational costs) or manual
design (including pure manual design and adding simple
rules to the search procedure).
Based on the search space, a good search algorithm
should, first of all, be able to explore the search space without getting lost, e.g., running into a set of sub-optimal architectures that are even worse than random search or manual
design. We believe that various network training methods
will be useful, including knowledge distillation [185], [510],
[511], [512], [513], automated data augmentation (see Section 4.5), dynamic routing networks (see Section 4.2), and
transfer learning [174], [514]. In addition, the algorithm
should allow different constraints (e.g., hardware factors like
latency [109], [138], [184] and other factors [141], [515]) to
be embedded. We believe that such NAS algorithms, once
developed, can largely facilitate the development of deep
learning and even the next generation of AI computing.
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